Synthesis and properties of acrylamide-substituted base pair specific dyes for deoxyribonucleic acid template mediated synthesis of dye polymers.
We have tried to construct synthetic polymers for sequence-specific recognition and complexation of longer deoxynucleotide sequences. For this purpose, we developed a method of template-directed polymerization of basic pair specific DNA ligands such as basic dyes. The template-directed polymerization consists in a copolymerization of various dyes of different specificities staying simultaneously in a binding equilibrium with DNA. In the present paper, we describe the synthesis and the properties of base pair specific monomers especially designed for performance of radical chain polymerization reactions in aqueous medium at room temperature. Different acrylamide derivatives of well-known dyes, such as AT-specific malachite green and GC-specific phenyl neutral red, were synthesized and studied for their ability of base pair specific complex formation with DNA of different base composition. Partition equilibrium dialysis and dye titration agarose gel electrophoresis were used to ensure for several dyes that they may be incorporated into different polymers via copolymerization of their acrylamido derivatives with various small base-unspecific monomers without substantial change of their binding parameters. Furthermore, we demonstrate that acrylamide and other small acrylamide derivatives can be used as building blocks for the synthesis of polymeric links between base pair specific monomers. The results and their consequences for template polymerization reactions are discussed.